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Book Descriptions:

combat tent manual

Combustion consumes oxygen, and can produce dangerous levels of carbon monoxide which could
lead to serious injury or death. Replacement part 1 Combat leg section 2628946. For information,
parts, or repairs, contact the Eureka. Customer Satisfaction Department at our address in the
Limited Warranty. Assemble the poles. Make sure each rod is fully inserted into the next rod. Do not
let the rods snap together. 2. Open the doors of the tent. Do not stake the tent down yet. 3 In windy
conditions, stake down the corner that faces into the wind. 3. Start at a corner and slide a pole
through a sleeve. Follow the seam to the next sleeve and slide the pole through. Continue until you
reach the other side of the tent. Be careful wherever seams cross. 4. Repeat with second and third
poles. One pole should run from A. to B, a second from C to D and the third from E to F. Follow
seams where poles cross B Pole sleeve F C. E. D. A. 5. Place the pole posts into the grommets at the
corners of the tent in the following order A to B, C to D and E to F. B. F. C. D E. A. 6. Move the tent
into position and stake down the tent body at the corners and at the side stake loops E and F. 7.
Choose the color and drape the reversible rain fly over the tent. Arrange the fly so that the arc of the
door aligns with the arc of the third pole. 4 8. There are seven Velcro wraps on the underside of the
rain fly. Wrap these around the tent poles to secure the fly. 9. Fasten the buckles at the corners of
the fly to their mates at the corners of the tent. 10. Stake down the vestibules. Attach the 5 pull out
cords to the loops at the sides of the fly and stake them down. 11. Adjust the tension on the rain fly
at the corner buckles until the fly is taut and secure. Adjust 5 pull out cord if
needed.http://www.salon-agd-rtv.pl/images/car-alternator-repair-manual.xml

combat tent manual, combat tent manual pdf, combat tent manual download, combat
tent manual free, combat tent manual instructions, usmc combat tent manual.

10 pull out cords 10 pull out cord tie to rain fly here ties to rain fly here Tie 5 pull out cord Stake
vestibule here to rain fly here NOTE Always stake your tent down placing objects inside the tent is
not adequate. Use the 10 pull out cords for added stability in high winds. Tie the cords to the loops
on the rain fly and stake them down 34 feet from the tent. 5 The cords should be taut, but they
should not warp the poles or distort the shape of the tent. Striking Instructions Pull up all stakes.
Release four buckles on rain fly. Unfasten Velcro on rain fly from tent poles. Remove rain fly. Open
doors and shake debris out through the doors. Pull pole posts out of all grommets. Slide poles out of
sleeves. Fold tent to the length of the poles. Fold differently each time to prevent creases that may
damage the tent. Roll tent toward a door to push air out. Ventilation One adult produces about a pint
of water overnight. If this water vapor cannot escape, it reappears as condensation. If the inside of
the tent is wet in the morning but there is no obvious leak, you probably have condensation. Usually,
condensation is heaviest on the tent floor, where objects touch the cool earth. 6 You can help
prevent condensation by leaving your windows open at night. To vent this tent in wet weather, open
the top of the front door under the hood in the rain fly. Pitching the Rain fly Only 1. Assemble all
three poles. Attach a buckle RPW to its mate at D of the rain fly. Repeat with a second buckle RPW
at B. Snap the remaining RPW to ring at F. 3. Following the seam, thread a pole from A to B, passing
through two web loops. Place the poles post into the grommet where the RPW is attached to the rain
fly. Repeat, threading a second pole from C to D. 4. Wrap the Velcro at the peak of the rain fly to
capture both poles. 5. Thread the last pole from E to F, passing through the Buckle RPW. 7 Web loop
above the vestibule Post in grommet zipper, and through the web
D.http://www.geconte.pt/fotos/car-amplifier-manual.xml

loops where it crosses the other two poles. A. F Velcro Snap RPW. B. Ring E. Buckle RPW. C. Web
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loop above vestibule zipper 6. Attach the other buckle of the RPW connected at B to the buckle at
corner C. Push the pole from A toward B post already inserted. Place the free post into the grommet
at A. 7. Attach the second RPW, connected at D to the buckle at A. Push the pole from corner C
toward D and place the poles post into the grommet at C. Insert post into grommet A. E. C. D. F. B.
8. Snap the loose end of the middle RPW to the ring on the rain fly at E. Push the third pole toward F
and place the poles post into the grommet at E. 9. Turn the rain fly over and stake down the corners
and the vestibules. Striking The Rain fly Pull up all stakes. Unfasten Velcro from poles. Pull all pole
posts out of all grommets. Disconnect rain fly pitching webs.Combustion consumes oxygen, and can
produce dangerous levels of carbon monoxide which could lead to serious injury or death. When
picking a tent site, avoid low spots. Clear your site of sharp ob jects such as stones or branches. If
possible, use a ground cloth under the tent to protect the floor. Make sure the ground cloth doesnt
stick out or it will funnel water under the tent. Do not cook or keep food in the tent. A hungry animal
that smells food will chew or claw through fabric. Remove your boots before you enter the tent. 9
Sweep out the tent daily to protect the floor. Insect repellent, stove fuel, hair spray, fruit juice, and
acid from leaky batteries can damage the fabric. Do not put them in the tent. Repair Kit The seams
of the tent body and rain fly are factory seam taped and require no sealing. If there is water
intrusion due to dam age, apply Seam Grip found in the repair kit. Set the tent up. Make sure the
fabric is clean and dry. Follow instructions on Seam Grip. Al low to dry. If quick dry is necessary,
follow instructions on the talcum packet from the repair kit. Pole repair sleeve.

Hold the broken pole together and slide the pole repair sleeve over the break. Pitch tent, holding the
pole repair sleeve in place. When the pole bends enough, the repair sleeve will not move. Replace
broken rod as soon as possible. Small holes. 10 Seal extremely small holes with Seam Grip. Large
holes. Select the correct fabric and cut a round or oval patch. The patch should be 1 larger than the
hole. Sew with needle and thread. Seal sewing repairs on water proof fabric with Seam Grip. Torn
webs. Cut the threads holding the damaged web. Cut a new piece of web to the same length. Burn
the ends of new web to pre vent fraying. Restitch and seal stitching with Seam Grip. Side squeeze
buckles. You can replace the male part without sewing. Thread onto web use another male part as
an example. If the male part fails to hold, it is on the web backward. Show more Avtron and Froment
Brand load banks Notebooks can’t do what the Spectre x360 does. Ask your question here. Provide a
clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail you provide for
your issue and question, the easier it will be for other Eureka Combat owners to properly answer
your question. Ask a question About the Eureka Combat This manual comes under the category
Tents and has been rated by 1 people with an average of a 9.2. This manual is available in the
following languages English. Do you have a question about the Eureka Combat or do you need help.
Ask your question here Eureka Combat specifications Brand ManualSearcher.com ensures that you
will find the manual you are looking for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF
manuals from more than 10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always
find the product you are looking for. Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of
product in the search bar and you can instantly view the manual of your choice online for free.
ManualSearcher.

https://www.thebiketube.com/acros-bosch-maxx-7-dryer-manual

com If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. Please
try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut
key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use
your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business
account Full content visible, double tap to read brief content. Please try your search again
later.Excellent for camping, outings and general useTo calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
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like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Brian 5.0 out of 5 stars Even the Marine logo is high
quality so it doesn’t peel off like the Diamond tents.I had been eyeing one of these for a few years
and finally splurged. And over all well worth the money. The tent is very sturdy and I didnt
reallynotice the carry weaight on my Molly ruck. You can defiantly strip out most of the repair kit
and drop a little excess. But if you are a trying for something on the minimal side then this isnt for
you. Now my only complaint is how thin and rubbery the floor is. If you dont put a tarp or good
footprint down you will defiantly get a snag or tair quite easily. Just last week I took it out for a three
day trip into the smokies. We put it up on a tent pad of small packed gravle and it defiantly did a
number on the tub floor. That is truly the only issue I have honestly had. It rained off and on and all
my gear stayed dry. And the light discipline rain fly helpes if you need that extra hour or two in the
morning. I have been searching for a footprint that will fit this and havent had much luck. And I like
to do dispersed camping and hiking so an extra tarp is out of the question weaight wise.

http://galletta.com/images/buick-century-2003-manual.pdf

I wanted something that was just right for one person and was not of cheap quality. I was not
dissapointed. I love this tent. I purchased it with a condition of new in a scuffed up box.It was in A1
100% new condition. The box didnt even have a mark on it. I have used it many times a couple being
in single digit temps. The only complaint I have is the stakes are not the best but they work. If you
hit a rock or are driving them into frozen ground they can bend.This one was the Eureka model. It
had the tent and pole repair kit and weighs 9.5 pounds. This will make a good fourseason tent as it
has solid walls instead of mesh. The rainfly does not let light through so its nice and dark inside
which you may or may not like. Well worth the cost.The repair kit and all. Very nice. Im very happy.
Arrived sooner than predicted. Set up in the living room right now much to the wifes dismay. Good
seller. As I messed up the first time and canceled the order became I thought I found one cheaper.
Reordered and seller mailed me to make sure I really wanted to order it. Happy I did. Look forward
to getting other things from this seller.Pair with some Aluminum Y Beam tent stakes included stakes
are basic and this tent, if properly cared for, will out last and out perform any regular camping tent.
Slightly heavy for the ultra lite backpacker put for those situations just pack a bivy, like the USMC 3
season, or surplus Army GoreTex. Were appreciative of the support! This tent is designed by
Eureka.It accommodates the 5th through 95th percentile male and fits into the MOLLE Rucksack.
Each tent comes with factory taped fly and reinforcement seams. The shelter includes extra guy out
lines for high wind conditions. Unfold the tent with the floor on the ground. Do not stake the tent
down yet. However, when windy, stake down one corner into the wind. Try to prevent pole sections
from snapping together, as this can damage the pole ends.

http://aldercom.com/images/buick-century-94-repair-manual.pdf

Make certain each insert male end has seated firmly into each plain end female. Then insert the post
of each pole into a grommet on the stake out webs. Drive the stake through the stake out web loop
only. Do not stake through the grommet. The tent is ready for use. Try to prevent pole sections from
snapping together, as this can damage the pole ends. Make certain each insert male end has seated
firmly into each plain end female. Insert the rod end into the grommet inside the web loop on the
front of the fly. Seat the rod post into a grommet on the web. It only fits one way. Align the rod from
door to door with the vestibule over the small door.Adjust web tension as necessary. Tie the guy out
lines to these loops, pull taut and stake them down. The tent is ready for use. Unfold the sheet onto
the ground. Drive the stake through the stake out web loop only. Do not stake through the grommet.
Try to prevent pole sections from snapping together, as this can damage the pole ends. Make certain
each insert male end has seated firmly into each plain end female. At the opposite end, arch each
pole and seat this post into the staked out web grommet. Combustion consumes oxygen, and can
produce dangerous levels of carbon monoxide which could lead to serious injury or death. Insert the
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rod post into the grommet inside the web loop on the front of the fly. At the rear of the fly, grasp the
web thumb loop and arch the fly rod. Seat the rod post into a grommet on this web. Adjust tension as
necessary. Tie the guy out lines to these loops, pull taut and stake them down. The shelter is ready
for use. Tie the same line to an overhanging branch or similar object. Adjust the line to fit height.
Pull these lines out and away from the fly and stake down. Adjust line length until taut. The shelter is
ready for use. This model fly has builtin loops at optimal guy out locations. It’s important to put in
the extra time guying out your tent.

Correctly done, it can save your tent during heavy weather. If staked too close to the tent, the wind
can cause an upward pull and may dislodge the stakes. The hook and loop fasteners sewn to the
underside of the fly are for this purpose. Be sure to use them. This will prevent all movement, except
toward the anchor. The guy lines will now work together through opposition. It incorporates a vapor
permeable tent body with a 3000mm waterproof floor and 3000mm waterproof fly which provides a
vestibule area for gear storage. Additionally, the rain fly can be used freestanding and is adaptable
for use independent of the army tent body, utilizing the poles and stakes provided. Yes No Was this
review helpful to you Yes No Super easy setup, and durable construction. Yes No Was this review
helpful to you Yes No I usually use a two man for myself as my Doc gear takes up room and I need
the space. I can set up the fly to make a small treatment area as well. Was this review helpful to you.
Yes No 1 out of 1 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you Yes No Was this review
helpful to you. Yes No 0 out of 5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you Yes No
Montgomery, AL 36116 Just leave your valid email address below. Take advantage of this rare
opportunity. I only ship within the US Combat One Person incorporates all of the important features
requested by personnel in the field— dry, tough and fast. The TCOP has a full coverage fly with
blackout fabric. 2 vestibules for covered gear storage and 2 large, drop down doors with mesh
windows. The entire upper body is constructed of breathable nylon for control of condensation. Each
TCOP is designed using durable materials that meet or exceed government requirements and are
warranted to stand up to repeated field use. Rugged in the field. Proven on the front and made to
meet the challenge. the TCOP. Tent 2 lb 9.9 oz, Fly 2 lb 9.1 oz, Frame 1 lb 2.5. more oz, Total Wt 6 lb
6.7 oz, Floor Area 27 sq. ft.

minimum, Minimum Weight 6 Ibs. 7oz. tent. Fly and frame, Mission Transport Weight 7 Ibs. Bitte
beachten Sie auch unsere anderen Auktionen und unseren Ebayshop. Vielleicht finden Sie noch
etwas. Einmalige Versandkosten. Egal wieviel Artikel Sie erwerben. Um die Bezahlung
vorzunehmen. Nutzen Sie bitte die Kaufabwicklung von Ebay. Beim Kauf von mehreren Artikeln
diese bitte zusammen fassen oder auf eine Email von uns warten. So sparen Sie Versandkosten.
Sollte es nach Auslieferung des Artikels ein Problem geben. Nehmen Sie bitte Kontakt mit uns
auf.Threeseason, free standing, double wall tent. The tent has a vapor permeable tent body with a
fully water proof reversible rain fly. All tent floor and rain fly seams are factory taped for water
fastness. The rain fly can be used independently of the tent body with poles and stakes as a“hooch.
Ventilation for use in arid desert and humid conditions to minimize build up of condensation. Rain fly
prevents escape of light and provides protection against visual and infrared detection. Made in the
USA. Capacity. more 2 person. Floor Dimension 84” x 50” 213 x 127 cm Floor Area 29.4 sq ft2.73 sq
m Height 45” 114 cm Packed Size 24” x 9.5” 61 x 24 cm Packed Weight 10.5 lbs4.76 kg Material
70D Ripstop Nylon. Support Aluminum Poles. NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING If you have any
questions. Please email me prior to bidding. I am generally able to respond the same day. Refunds
are offered within 14 days if the product is misrepresented or defective. I will pay return shipping
for these items. If you decide you do not want the item and would like to return it. Buyer pays the
return shipping cost. I only accept PayPal. Please note that all payments are due within 72 HOURS
of the close of auction unless you are bidding on multiple items. I do purchase a tracking number for
all packages. All are shipped within 24 business hours. I ship only within the US. So please do not
email me asking to ship elsewhere.



Unless otherwise stated in the auction, all produ The fly provides an additional 30 square feet of
vestibule area. Breathable ripstop nylon tent body reduces cond Threeseason, freestanding, double
wall tent. The Combat Tent incorporates a vapor permeable tent body with a floor and fly. Which
also provides 20 sq. ft. of vestibule area for gear storage. Additionally, the rain fly is adaptable for
use independent of the tent body, utilizing the poles and stakes provided. Reversible Camouflage
Green. Sand and blowing snow, Rain fly and frame set up without the inner tent, Instruction sheet
sewn into lid of tent bag to prevent loss, Separate detailed users manual, FLOOR 70D Ripstop nylon
weighing 2.2 3.0 oz. per square yard. Withstands minimum water pressure of 145 psi, RAIN FLY 70D
Ripstop nylon weighing 3.5 oz. per square yard. Coating is pigmented polyurethane with blockout Its
clean and in excellent condition with just a tiny hole in one screen and a little light dirt on the
underside of the floor. All zippers. Buckles, grommets and pole sleeves are in perfect working order.
This is the tent body only. It does not include poles, stakes, storage bags or any other items. Buyer to
pay for shipping as calculated Payment only by PayPal—eBays service to make fast. Easy, and secure
payments for your eBay purchases. Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy
and manage your active items. Tent is clean and ready to use. No storage bags are availableJoe
doesnt use them A twoman. Threeseason, free standing, double wall tent. Rain fly prevents escape of
light and provides protection against visual and infrared detection.. more Rain fly can be used in
conjunction with tent or separate as a“hooch” Set up by one or two people in under 5 minutes
Specifications Capacity 2 person. Floor Dimension 84” x 50” 213 x 127 cm Floor Area 29.4 sq ft2.73
sq m Height 45” 114 cm Packed Size 24” x 9.5” 61 x 24 cm Packed Weight 10.5 lbs4.76 kg Material
70D Ripstop Nylon.

Support Aluminum Poles.Get Vendio Gallery Now FREE.The tent has a vapor permeable tent body
with a fully water proof reversible rain fly. All tent floor and rain fly seams are factory taped for
water fastness. The. more rain fly can be used independently of the tent body with poles and stakes
as a“hooch.Threeseason, freestanding, double wall tent. The Combat Tent incorporates a vapor
permeable tent body with a waterproof floor and fly, which also provides 20 sq. ft. of vestibule area
for gear storage. Additionally, the rain fly is adaptable for use independent of the tent body, utilizing
the poles and stakes provided.This complete Eureka tent set are in excellent condition. These
woodland. Or reversible woodland camo color tent flys are easily rated four season tents. Theses
tents with stood extremely high desert winds, high desert heat, down pour rain, and freezing temps.
You will not! find a equal quality tent for the price. The tent is used. But in very good condition.
Holding bag has some tiny holes, stakes are scratched and dirty. Tent is clean and smells nice.
Comes with tent. Poles, camo rainfly, storage bag, stakes, repair kit, and manual.There are no rips
or tears to the tent or the rain fly. Some of the tents are missing one or two grommets where the
tent poles attach but they are still serviceable as they are. This listing auction is for a Diamond
Brand twoman. All tent floor and rain fly seams are factory taped for water proofing. Ventilation for
use in arid desert and humid conditions to minimize build up of condensation Rain fly prevents.
Unless that falls on a weekends or holidays. We offer USPS Priority Mail. UPS Ground, UPS
Overnight, and other shipping options. All fees are calculated according to the zip code the product
is being delivered to. We can offer other shipping options if you prefer for a quicker delivery. We
must add sales tax to any order shipped to addresses in Tennessee.

International Shipping This item is not available to be shipped internationally. Sorry. Satisfaction
Guarantee We are listing items that we currently have in stock and are ready to ship. If we don’t
have a particular product I have 2 rainfly covers which are shown in the pictures. One is grassland
green and the other is camouflage. There is also a damage kit included but as of now there is no
damage to the tent itself, however the bag has a small tear on the side which Ive used gray tape to
cover. Other than that its in great condition, if you have any questions let me know. Thanks for
viewing! They came with the catoma combat stealth tent, but the rain fly was damaged so I am
selling the poles and stakes in two separate auctions. Let me know if you have any questions. Thank



you for looking. The item you are bidding on is the exact item in photos. 1.RcmdId
ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk.rp73%28b0g%60%60%3E114a26e052470x111
NOTE THIS AUCTION IS ONLY FOR THE TENT and POLES only. Great if you have a damaged tent
and cant repair it. Dont buy a new one. Get this one! Shipping is 16.00 USMC and made in the
USA.Has all parts except for the one listed at the bottom which says combat leg and its a
replacement part not vital to putting the tent together. Inside seams need to be retaped and it may
have a little dirt from being used but all in all a great tent for a great price! ec2.RcmdId
ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2B%3Eec214a6ab46cab0x103
These are used so please expect some dirt on the inside of the rainfly or tent but not much.
Description The TCOPTent. Combat One Person incorporates all of the important features requested
by personnel in the field— dry, tough and fast. The TCOP has a full coverage fly with blackout fabric,
2 vestibules for covered gear storage and 2 large, drop down doors with mesh windows. Check out
my listings and I will combine shipping. When it applies. Thank you for looking. There are no
handling fees.

All shipping is actual even overseas. Taxes, and charges are not included in the item price or
shipping cost. These charges are the buyers responsibility. Please check with your coun My feedback
speaks for itself. If you have any questions please email me and check out the other items I have for
sale. If you have problems with your order, PLEASE CONTACT ME BEFORE LEAVING FEEDBACK.
Thanks, Mark ATTENTION.There is a little dirt on the front edges. NO bends. Corrosion or twisted
stakes. Why pay new prices when you can have this for less. You will receive. The actual 8 tent
stakes shown. There are NO other items in this auction. NO tent. Poles, bags, fly or other pieces.
Feel free to give me any comments. Information or ask questions as I am always looking for more
knowledge about the items I sell. The item you see pictured here is the actual item you will receive
unless otherwise stated.Sale is FINAL! No Refunds or Returns. Payment Terms Once you win the
auction please understand that you are entering into a contract and are obligated.If we have not
made other payment arrangements and I have not received payment within 4four days of the end of
the auction I will cancel the order. Open a claim and relist the item as per eBay policy. I accept
PayPal payments only. Shipping and Handling READ THE DESCRIPTION for shipping times. If you
want it faster you need to let me know before paying for it so that I can send you an updated invoice
reflecting the additional shipping fees. I send things as economical as possible. I sell and ship to the
continental contiguouslower 48 United States ONLY! Sorry. But no shipping outside of the U.S.A. or
to Hawaii, Alaska or possessions or territories. I do NOT ship C.O.D. and I do NOT combine
shipping. This shipping fee is the amount of actual shipping costs. For shipping the item plus
handling costs that include the cost of packaging materials, deliver No writing on pages, all pages
are there and no holes in bag.

This has been in storage for awhile so I have to consider it used but there are NO holes. Stains,
tears, rips, fading, odors or anything else that is wrong with it. You will receive. The actual storage
bag shown. There are NO other items in this auction. NO tent. Repair parts, poles, stakes, fly or
other pieces. The item you see pictured here is the actual item you will receive unless otherwise
stated.Payment Terms Once you win the auction please understand that you are entering into a
contract and are obligated to pay. I ask that the winning bidder pay via PayPal within 3three days of
the end of auction unless other arrangements have been made between us. If we have not made
other payment arrangements and I have not received payment within 4four days of the end of the
auction I will cancel the order. This shipping f These tents look great. They have seen very very little
use. EXCELLENT issued condition. Excellent quality throughout. Simple and quick to pitch. The
sewn in bathtub floor is rubberized and waterproof. The body is canvas The rainfly is rubberized
nylon. The poles are aluminum. High quality YYK rust proof zippers throughout. Mesh vents at floor
level and at both points. Unexpectedly spacious interior with vertical walls. The floor space
measures approximately 60 in. X 80 in. and sleeps two adults very comfortably. With plenty of head



room for sitting or kneeling. Rust proof zippered door flaps on each end which roll up and are
secured with tie straps. Comes with storage bags for main body, rainfly with a sewn in compartment
inside.Olive drab in color. Rubberized bottom Vertical walls that are vented with velcro coverings All
vents are screened. Color Olive drab greenAs pictured Some of the storage cases have various
markings. Some have dates. Some of the cases are nylon. Some are canvas. This tent can be packed
in various ways. Typically it packs APPROXIMATELY 18x7 and weighs approx. 7.5 lbs.

Buyer pays shipping This tent is pristine except for its missing 4 steel rings that the poles fit into at
the bottom which dont affect the operation of the tent AT ALL. You will also see in the picture that
there are3 small tears in the storage bag. The tent have no tears, but the rain fly has1very
smallabout half inch nicks very low to the ground. This tent will keep you dry in any weather. A
twoman. Threeseason, free standing, double wall tent. The rain fly can be used independently of the
tent body with poles and stakes as.Rain fly prevents escape of light and provides protection against
visual and infrared detection. Rain fly can be used in conjunction with tent or separate as a“hooch”
Set up by one or two people in under 5 minutes Specifications Capacity 2 person. Support Aluminum
Poles. 100% SATISFACTION AND AS DESCRIBED OR A FULL REFUND SO GOOD LUCK AND
HAPPY BIDDING! The carry bag has a funny coloring on the inside to the material but functions
finepic7 I do not have the directions but it is very easy to set up. Why pay for new when you can
have this for less. Payment Terms Once you win.I ask that the winning bidder pay via PayPal within
3three days of the end of auction unless other arrangements have been made between us. For
shipping the it This is a Catoma Combat 1 Army tent. The color is olive drab and the fly is reversible
to coyote brown. I used this tent twice in my backyard. It is in good condition. I am selling this to pay
for some other gear that I have been eyeing. Feel free to ask any questions or go to Catoma
Outdoors Website. Includes tent. Rainfly, 8x high quality stakes, and tent poles. Great quality tent!
Thanks For Looking. There is a small repair on the stuff sack and the instruction guide on the stuff
sack suffered a slight tear when I was putting the tent back in the stuff sac. Comes with a DIY tyvek
ground tarp that I made out of USPS tyvek sheets. There is no gear loft.
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